The diversity of educational strategy makes teachers creative enough to use other materials and options to motivate the learners. A teacher may apply personal touches in various other subjects like Arts, Physical Education, and Health. What strategies will motivate students? How can a teacher use all these resources in teaching?

Teaching cannot be as simple as 1-2-3. It needs practice and experience for a teacher to transfer the knowledge and skills to others. It is not a simple conjecture of speaking, writing, discussion, and assessment.

There is a wide avenue that a teacher may walk through to motivate learners. Take, for example, Music in the realm of art, a teacher may note the similarity of forms of Music and art. Thus, classical Music is like a poem with parts proportional to a rhythm. When these similarities are made known, students see how classical Music works with art — thus, a musical poem developed. Tchaikovsky, a modern classical, can be pictured as the work of formalist painters whose creative notions for realities appear in their work in the form of flowers and nature.

In physical education, Music is relevant. When the basketball is under two minutes, a familiar sound from either “Combat” or “Phantom of the Opera” may be heard signaled that it is “two minutes” before the opponents lose. During events and competitions, Music may be used as “War Songs” to boost the inner soul of the learners to win. There are thousands more to say, in a personal or societal way.
Furthermore, scientific discoveries like the Tesla Musical hertz, the Mozart’s sonata effects, the calming “Om” of the Buddhists, and the inspirational gospel songs especially when some people need rest, spiritual serenity, and medical attention.

To wit, without Music applied to other parts of the lesson, the day of the learners may be dull and boring. However, with Music, other subjects were leveled up
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